
Hi Ted,

   I was only recently informed about proposed changes to make alpine and nordic skiing separate 
sports beginning next year.  I assume this also implies the end of the skimeister, as well.  I think these 
proposals are a mistaken effort to streamline scheduling and save money for awards, am I right?  I have
long thought the scheduling system is poor, but let me offer a possible solution that I've considered for 
years.

   Alpine skiing has limitations in number of participants (largely due to course deterioration and time 
limitations), making separate events out of separate classes a necessity, really.  But nordic skiing is not 
bound by the numbers traveling over a course in the same way, and a race with 200 is not really any 
more difficult to host than a race with 50.  Furthermore, there have been ongoing problems with both 
U16 and EHSC Maine Nordic Team qualifiers that reveal a need for improvement.  I believe I have a 
viable solution, one that could keep the overall titles and skimeisters intact, while also providing a 
nordic championship event of great caliber:
Class A/B/C host their alpine events at separate venues no later than Monday & Tuesday of vacation 
week (allowing Wednesday for a postponement day, or normally, as a travel day for skimeisters.
ALL Classes attend ONE nordic venue for a two day nordic event, Thursday & Friday (Saturday 
postponement day if necessary).  The Class results can be separated out, just the same as in cross-
country running.  Regardless of whether the first race is mass start or interval start, the second race 
SHOULD be held as a pursuit.  The Maine Nordic Team can be selected from the final individual 
results, the same as was done this year, for both U16's and EHSC's.
   I hope the Ski Committee will reconsider doing away with overall titles and skimeisters.  I believe 
that these awards are significant and worthy.  And perhaps the real need is not to cut back, but to find 
ways to get more kids out of the gym and onto the snow for what is arguably the best of life-long 
activities.
   Thank you for your consideration, please pass this along to the Ski Committee or ski coaches, if you 
please,

Sincerely yours,

Tony Ramsey
Head Nordic Coach
Farmington Area Ski Team
 


